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climate change in the Arctic (IPCC, 2001a).Arctic cli-mate is characterized by a low amount or absence of
sunlight in winter and long days during summer. Although these solar inputs are a dominant influence, arctic
climate exhibits significant spatial and temporal variability.As a result, the Arctic is a collection of
Chapter 2 Arctic Climate: Past and Present
Until last summer, she said, her family always stocked their freezer with salmon from the Copper River. ...
The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge was created in 1960 during President Dwight ...
Critics protest proposed drilling in Alaska's Arctic
South Carolina and has no roads, marked trails, or campgrounds. A Vast Wild Place Alaska Arctic Refuge
South Carolina. A Northern Landscape Sunshine is Key ... In the Arctic, the mid-summer sun never sets, but
the mid-winter sun never risesâ€”sending a dusky twilight over the landscape.
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service A Sense of the Refuge
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION ARCTIC www.nwf.org The arctic Environment Background ... that
thaws every summer is ground that remains frozen year-round, called permafrost. The permafrost ... Roads,
which trap the sunâ€™s heat, must be specially insu-lated to prevent them from melting the permafrost,
which ...
The arctic Environment - nieonline.com
This adventurous weeklong road trip from late May to late August begins and ends in TromsÃ¸, the country's
gateway to the Arctic, whereâ€”during summer monthsâ€”the sun never sets on these gorgeous views.
Midnight Sun Road Trip in Arctic Norway - 8 Days | kimkim
Arctic Animals 4â€“8 Teacherâ€™s Guide ... of arctic land on dogsled in the summer of 1995. Team
members conducted research and collected data about the ... has left paved roads crisscrossing the tundra,
oil drill rigs dotting the coast-line, and underground mines marking
Arctic Animals 4-8 - UMassK12
the Arctic SunÂ® 5000 Temperature Management System brings precision Targeted Temperature
Management to the highest level of performance available today. The new touch screen interface
Bard Arctic Sun 5000 Brochure - Medivance
As the sun shines 24 hours per day during the summer above the Arctic Circle, some Arctic plants can grow
and develop very quickly, compared with their southern counterparts, in this indirect light. Plants living on the
tundra have adapted to the short growing
factsheet tundra en - Hinterland Who's Who
SUN ANGLE, DURATION, AND INSOLATION Sun Sun's vertical rays Sun's oblique rays Arctic Circle
Antarctic Circle ropic of Cancer ... The sunâ€™s rays in summer (b) and winter (c). In summer the sun
appears high in the sky, and its rays hit Earth more directly, spreading out less. In winter the
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